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Engine Talk

2010 New Year’s Day Meet

by Jim Stuart

Our New Year’s meet was held on a mild day. Pres.
Jim was the first to arrive to make the coffee and get setup for
the day’s meet. Your editor soon followed. The Hilton and the
engine house’s heat was turned on earlier in the week in
preparation for the meet. Our parking lot was a sheet of ice
covered with 2” of freshly fallen snow from the day before. The
groundline track had very little snow cover except for the
section of track by the passenger loading area which had to be
shoveled to remove the icy snow. The heated engine house
greatly aided the starting of the Rock Island’s gasoline engine.
However, the transfer table area had some frost heaved high
spots that Pat Fahey and Joe Ng chipped away in order to
move engines. Rides were given on the Rock Island diesel
model with various engineers taking turns at the throttle. Later
in the day, Roger Austin was giving rides on his electric engine
train. The groundline was in great condition and traction was
good after a couple of laps around.
The bonfire was lit in the parking lot and many
members and guests warmed up in the Hilton with coffee and
donuts and Pam O’Brien’s delicious beef barley soup. It was a
pretty well attended meet due to the milder weather. We had
about 100 people during the day.

12th Street Yard –
Chicago During the 1960’s
During the period just
before the Thanksgiving Holiday, until well after Christmas,
12th Street yard was a busy place. Main line trains yarded
there had cars of US mail and Railway express to be delivered
to other roads as well as mail and express for 12th Street.
Mail and express cars loaded at 12th Street had to be delivered to LaSalle Street Station while empty baggage cars not
needed were delivered to Englewood.
The day trainmaster, Vic Wayne, took the daylight
shift, 6:30 AM to 6:30 PM, while I took the night end. It was
busy times for us to keep track of all the yards, and LaSalle
Street Station. One afternoon I happened to be early, for
some reason or other. One of our switch engines was out of
service – this could not be tolerated. I got on the EMD 1000
horsepower switcher, and found that it had a safety valve in
the air line between the air compressor and the reservoir that
was wide open! No way can I get it closed, so I called the
roundhouse expressing the urgency of the situation.
Soon the machinist arrived with a new valve, and we
replaced the old one, restarted the diesel engine, and got air
pressure back to normal.
The yardmaster gave the conductor instructions for a
move, but soon, the conductor was back saying the engineer
told him that the engine would not move. On this engine,
there are three contactors that must close to make up the
circuit to start the diesel engine with battery power to the
generator. If one of the contactors sticks closed, the circuit
supplying battery field current to the generator remains open.
I suspected there must be a contactor still open. The engineer
was a sharp young fellow, and I was almost certain that he
knew what the problem was.
I got into the engine cab, the engineer and fireman
were stretched probably expecting to relax until the machinist
made a second trip to locate and fix the problem. On the trap
door of the cab floor leading to the contactors were both men’s
grips. Then I was sure that the engineer knew what the
problem was! Sure enough! There was one contactor still
closed. I asked the fireman if he had a flat stick, and he
handed me one. I poked the contactor blade open, and
slammed the door shut. Then I asked the engineer if he had
battery field power to the generator, and he said yes…
Then I told him, that he knew what was wrong all the time,
and he gave me a sheepish grin.
The engineers were talking. It got back to me that
Stuart knows something about engines.
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Russ Steeves opens the New Year’s Meet with a big bang.
We understand that Russ machined the cannon barrel from
solid brass bar.

from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

Happy New Year to all! Let’s look forward to making
a lot of steam and having a great year of building and running.
Remember, Safety First and supervise your children and
guests at all times while attending WLS.

Club Meeting Highlights
October Meeting
This will be the last meeting of the season at the
track. The next meeting will be held at the Masonic Lodge in
Holliston. The Treasurer’s report was read and in addition,
Jim Abrams gave us a detailed accounting of proceeds from
the Annual Meet. Marc Arsenault gave us an update on the
works at the club. An electrician will be working at the track to
finish up electrical work to be in compliance. Electrical receptacles have been installed in the Hilton and a new toilet seat
has been installed in the handicap access toilet. Additional
painting was done on the maintenance container and the
newly painted fuel locker and coal bin has been moved
towards the container yard area. The restroom trailer and
handicap access toilet has been moved to higher ground near
the groundline passenger area. The compressor shed and
wiring of the maintenance container will be a Fall project
this year.
The Hudson officially belongs to WLS. All the formalities have been done to transfer the ownership. Our amended
Bylaws that were passed by 2/3 of the WLS voting population,
has been accepted by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and are now in effect. President Jim gave us a recap of the
Neighborhood Appreciation Meet. Despite the all day rain, we
had about 2 dozen members and equally that amount of the
public attending, generating about $40.00 in donations. This
was the second year the meet was rained out. It was noted
that visiting engineers at the Annual Meet have commented
that there is quite a bottleneck in the passenger loading area
on the groundline, thus stopping all mainline rail traffic. Our
groundline expert, Bob Newcombe will look at this to see what
measures will be needed to alleviate this bottleneck. Jim
O’Brien will also be reporting back to the club concerning
engine storage space usage, rental methods, additional rack
space and the new container. It was thought that the engine
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house would be large enough to accommodate the members’
needs for many years when it was designed. The present
demand for engine storage is great. Don Ritchie has
volunteered to weld track sections for the engine house if
WLS supplies the stock.
The Holliston Historic Society will be having a
Centennial Celebration in 2010. They have asked if any WLS
members will be willing to volunteer to assist in painting their
facilities, President Jim has urged all members to come
forward if they are available. The Holliston Historic Society
has worked together with WLS on numerous occasions in the
past and it has been beneficial to both groups.
Joe Cardelle, along with Ian Fisher’s help, reported
that a new batch of coal has been brought in. The coal bin is
3/4 full now and this should last us till spring of next year. Our
latest full member is Dana Balthazar of Hudson, MA. Jay
Berry is his sponsor.
Don Ritchie showed severely deformed cast iron
grates from his 3/4” engine along with his replacement
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solution. Don decided to use structural steel and CNC milled
grate sections with tapered grate bars. Don also brought in a
piece of I-beam steel that he hogged the machined grate
from. More on this in the future Journals to see how this
solution holds up to Don’s hot firings.

Don Ritchie’s original grates are made of cast iron, in 3
sections for easy removal. The top left photo is one of the 3
sections that’s in good shape (the right section or left section).
The middle left picture shows the deformed grate section after
years of use with a hot fire. Lots of heavy poking to break up
clinkers. The bottom left picture shows a newly machined grate
section that was CNC milled from structural steel. Don made
the new grate section from a piece of steel shown on the right
side. Don will have to tell us how these new grates hold up.

November Meeting
We are saddened to hear about secretary Jim
McGrath’s father passing away suddenly this evening. Joe Ng
filled in as acting secretary due to Jim’s absence. There was
no Secretary ‘s report this evening and it will be submitted at
the next business meeting.
Marc Arsenault gave the Superintendent of
Maintenance’s report. The cooler weather slowed down
work at the track once the meet season was over. Two of the
Wednesday workdays were canceled due to rain and members tied up with other obligations. The major task was draining the water lines. This was done by Marc Arsenault, Dave
Remington and Dick Ball. Electrical work to the toilet trailer is
now completed and ballast has been spread and graded
around the handicap access toilet. The heat is now turned on
at the entry shed. The electrical punch list is slowly being
addressed. It is not likely that the entire list be completed by
the end of this year. A couple of decaying trees and their
stumps were removed along the entryway. The toilet trailer
will be pumped out for the season this week and the handicap
access toilet will remain in operation for our upcoming New
Year’s Meet. Marc is ready to take delivery of a new load of
ballast that was approved earlier in the August meeting. Bob
Newcombe reports that work is being planned to extend the
passenger siding on the groundline to accommodate more
passenger trains during the meets. The plan is to move the
switch beyond Mary’s Rest Stop to gain a lengthened siding.
It was reported that Don Cornell not be able to be at
the club as often as usual due to his wife, Nancy’s upcoming
hospitalization and his earlier eye surgery. In addition,
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President O’Brien’s wife, Pam will be undergoing surgery in
Florida. The O’Brien’s will be traveling there around the
Thanksgiving holiday. Our thoughts and good wishes go out
to Pam and Nancy.
The trial of the sex predator that was arrested over 2
years ago during our Annual Meet has come to a conclusion.
He has been convicted and will be serving an additional 4
years to the 2+ years that he has already served.
The machine shop equipment donated by Howard
Gorin and temporarily stored at Jim Abrams’s house has finally
been moved to a container at WLS. Howard generously paid
for the moving expenses on both occasions and thanked all
the members that helped in the daylong move. Howard’s
hopes are that this will be the catalyst for a future WLS
machine shop for engine repair and maintenance.
Next month’s meeting will have nominations for club
officers. Nominations can be made up till the January, 2010
business meeting when elections will take place.
Don Ritchie will be welding storage track section for
the engine house to provide additional rack space for member’s equipment. Marc Arsenault will locate a trailer to move
the 20’ track sections from Don’s shop to the club. In addition
President Jim O’Brien reports that a suitable container has
been located and it will be delivered this month to WLS. This
will be a welcome addition to help with the storage of many
riding cars at the club. Bill Gagne volunteered to lay the track
in the new container. It was reported Guy Jones is the new
owner of Harold Crouch’s 1.5” Pacific and train. Some of the
equipment has already arrived at WLS.
Dues are due in January and Jim Abrams reports
that the coupons and checks are coming in earlier this year,
probably due to the constant reminders in the newsletter.
President Jim reports that the station project is alive and well
and we will be enlisting the help of Keefe Vocational Tech
to aid in the construction of this project. Jim outlined the
numerous benefits of having the school handle the heavy
construction, while WLS will plan to perform the finish work.
Much more preliminary work has to be formalized by the
station committee.
There was some discussion regarding security
systems at the club and our surveillance system. This was
prompted by the recent vandalism of a locomotive museum
posted on the net. President Jim tells us that a phone line will
be brought in to enhance the security of the facility. PVC
conduit was put in place for this purpose during the early
construction phase of the club over ten years ago. The
problem is locating where the conduit leads to. Jim requested
if any member has a metal detector to help in this effort. Bill
Gagne can provide one for the club to use.
Marc Arsenault is hoping for some snow (fluffy
powder) for the New Year’s Day meet because he has constructed a model snowplow for the ground line. At this point,
we’re sure Marc will not be disappointed for his hopes
for snow.
Ed Delaney showed more building progress on the
chassis of his 3/4” scale Kozo A3. Don Ritchie is digging in for
the winter. He showed a Bachmann G scale Mogul. It’s a
well-detailed model able to make smoke. Howard Gorin
showed highly detailed wax positives for an air compressor in
1.5” scale. A Friend’s Models 1” scale cored Commonwealth
trailing truck casting in iron was shown. Also the multiple piece
pattern and core box molds used to cast this were shown.
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Howard Gorin is at it again. Shown are wax positives for a
1.5” scale compressor. Wonder if this model will generate as
much buzz on the net as his highly detailed Nathan lubricator.

December Meeting

One inch scale Commonwealth trailing truck casting (top). A
cored iron casting by Friend’s Models. Below are the patterns
used to to make the mold for the above casting. We did not get
the name of the person who brought this in.

Ed Delaney is chipping away at his Kozo 3/4” 0-4-0 switcher.
The completed frame is shown against the plans.

Don Ritchie’s G scale Mogul. It sits in the styrofoam
packing tray. The electric model is highly detailed and can
generate smoke.

President Jim opened the meeting with a special
thank you to the members for their generous support and
good wishes for his wife Pam’s operation during Thanksgiving
in Florida. The results of the laser spine surgery were
successful and Pam’s recovery will take about 2-4 weeks.
Pam is currently able to be on her feet and hopes to be at the
New Year’s Meet. Joe Ng was acting Secretary during this
meeting while Jim McGrath is on vacation. The Minutes and
Treasurer’s report were read and accepted. Marc Arsenault
was not present for the meeting so there wasn’t a
Superintendent of Maintenance report. However, Marc did
email a 3 page Technical work list to Officers showing a vast
amount of completed projects during 2009. Jim O’Brien
reports that the ballast and crush stone arrived. This time of
year is a good time to receive the delivery for next spring’s
track work because the ground is hard. Jim also reports that
the new passenger siding work is progressing well with the
removal of trees and stumps. Larry Micol suggested that the
siding could even be longer than the estimated 200 feet, going
far beyond Mary’s Rest Stop out to Newcombe Junction. Dan
Connor gave us a brief update on the work that he and his son
have been doing at the track with their backhoe. They have
spread most of the crushed stone on the driveway filling in the
numerous potholes. Bonfire wood for the New Year’s Meet
has been gathered. The new container should arrive by the
end of the year if weather permits. Its arrival was delayed due
to Jim being busy with other matters. George Lovett passed
away after being sick for a period of over 18 months. There
was no funeral, but a party was given in Ottawa to celebrate
his life.
Nominations for next year’s officers were made. The
position of Secretary will be open. Ian Fisher was nominated
by Joe Cardelle and Dan Connor was nominated by Jay Berry.
The other 3 officers are unopposed at this time.
Jed Weare announced that a town of Sherborn
organization called Peace Abbey wishes to receive vehicle
donations. If any members would like to make a vehicle donation, the group has the necessary staff to facilitate the painless
transfer. Interested people should contact Jed for more information. Bob Huston brought in a color print of the Flying
Scotsman to be auctioned off with proceeds going to WLS.
Bidding was brisk and the winner was Larry Micol for $30.00.
Howard Gorin introduced Dennis DeWitt, President of the
Chestnut Hill Waterworks Museum, Inc. The organization is
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housed in an historic pumping station with many large steam
pumping engines requiring TLC. They are scheduled to open
next fall. Dennis wanted to be introduced to WLS and other
local steam clubs to build a network of interested people with
expertise in the field to help with restoration and organizing
future steam events. Russ Page gave a brief follow-up on the
60-foot pedestrian bridge. The structure has historic railroad
significance and we hope to use it to span a wetland area for
future groundline expansion. The members seem very receptive to this. Pat Fahey reported to Jim O’Brien that he saw an
Army Corps of Engineers vehicle parked on Arthur St. recently.
We have not heard any more regarding this.
Tony Raiano showed slides taken in 1979 of Norfolk
St. run days. Don Ritchie showed water jet cut frames for a
3/4” scale Coventry K4. Jim Abrams showed a highly detailed
fiberglass body of a diesel F unit in one inch scale. There
were also cast aluminum car truck frames. Ed Delaney had a
handful of newly machined parts, including tiny SS wound
springs for his Kozo switcher. One day, he’ll arrive at the track
with a finished engine. He is truly a budding model engineer!
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Web Resources for Live Steamers
by Dan Connor
The following list was compiled for newer members
looking for online resources for live steamers. Some of the
best metalworking resources are fellow club members who are
willing to share information if asked. Here are a few web
resources that I have found to be useful as I have made my
foray into metalworking:

http://techtv.mit.edu/
Excellent videos for novice metalworkers. Once on the site,
type in “machine shop” in the search bar and there will be
several videos for viewing

http://steamingpriest.com/
Fr. Jay Finelli’s webpage with articles, live steam links.

http://www.chaski.org/homemachinist/index.php
Lots of discussion groups for home machinists, as well as a
live steam marketplace.

http://www.discoverlivesteam.com/
Articles, calendar of events, links to live steam resources,
marketplace for engines, rolling stock, tools, etc.

http://livesteamtracks.info/
Listing of live steam clubs, suppliers across the U.S. and
Canada, including links to the clubs’ websites.

http://www.railserve.com/Models/Live_Steam/
Suppliers/
Another listing of live steam suppliers and resources.

http://www.livesteam.net/
Website to subscribe to “Live Steam & Outdoor Railroading”

www.mscdirect.com
Huge supplier of metalworking supplies. Look for their special
discount days and request a “big book” catalog.

www.travers.com
Competing company for tools and supplies. Sometimes has
better pricing than MSC on certain metal stock and other items.
Some more websites of interest submitted by your
Editor. Youtube.com can be very informative and Ebay.com is
packed with deals. Just type in Live Steam in your search.
Checkout the following:

http://www.stationroadsteam.com/
Station Road Steam (UK). This is the UK counterpart to
Discover Live Steam. The level of workmanship of the models
shown will be an inspiration to all. Currently the exchange rate
is: 1.62888 USD to 1 GBP. You might need a big calculator.

http://www.littlelocomotives.com/
Little Locomotives (UK). A model engineer for-sale site.

http://www.neme-s.org/
New England Model Engineering Society (Waltham, MA).
Model engineering at its best housed at the Charles River
Museum of Industry in Waltham, MA.

http://www.colespowermodels.com/index.html

Ed wound
these
springs

Coles Power Models. At one time, the only model engineering
supplier in the USA. A full line of everything for live steamers.
http://boston.craigslist.org/
Craigslist in Boston. Tools for sale, even steam engines.
http://groups.yahoo.com/
You are not alone! Join or create groups, clubs, forums &
communities. Packed with pictures, plans and inspiration.
Some great groups to join: 1inchscalelivesteam, AllenLocos,
FitchburgNorthern, live-steam, and lots more! WLS’s group:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/waushakum/
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Howard Gorin’s Equipment Move
On Saturday November 7, a group of WLS members
moved some machine shop equipment temporarily stored at
Jim Abrams’s garage to a container at the track. Those
present for the move were: Jim Abrams, Pat Fahey, Ian Fisher,
Howard Gorin, Jim McGrath, Bob Newcombe, Joe Ng. Later
in the day, John Mentzer joined us.
Prior to the move, Bob Newcombe removed the
necessary track sections to enable the moving truck to back
closely to the container door.
Howard hired a truck with a lift gate and driver. Joe
Ng provided pallet jack, chain and blocking. The move went
very smoothly and took a total of 4 hours. Ian Fisher provided
the BBQ ingredients and cooked a great lunch for the work
gang. Nothing was dropped and it was a successful move.

2009 Superintendent of Maintenance Report
In addition to the extensive list of repairs, maintenance and seasonal work that required attention since last
spring, the Wednesday retiree’s work crew accomplished the
following major tasks.
1. We embarked on an asset reduction effort by first making
the storage trailer weather tight and then removing and
disposing unneeded items. Then we emptied the red container
of the restored items removed from the Hilton earlier and
relocated the usable items back in the trailer.
2. Converted the red storage container (now painted WLS
yellow) to a maintenance shop and storage garage for the
lawn tractor.
3. Refurbished the electrical facilities in the toilet trailer.
4. Relocated the toilet trailer.
5. Purchased and installed a new passenger loading tent.
6. We addressed the suspected building and grounds
electrical deficiencies by obtaining a licensed electrician to
survey the club’s electrical wiring and provide us with a list
of items that do not meet the present day electrical code.
7. We have started to do some of the corrective work from the
list and we are presently about 30% complete.
8. We have completed the site preparation work for the
passenger station siding extension, which included the removal
of four trees and stumps. The site is now ready for bed grading
and track installation which is schedule for the spring of 2010.
I’d like to thank the following members for their time,
dedication and technical expertise in making the 2009 work
season a most productive one: Dave Remington, Bob Delisle,
Don Cornell, Art Downer, Roger Austin, Bob Fogerty, Dick Ball
and the other club members that came in to help during
the season.
There’s still plenty to do, hope to see you all in
the Spring
Marc Arsenault
Superintendent of Maintenance
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In memory of

George Lovett

1924 to 2009
WLS and MLS Member
Active Live Steam supporter
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was for me to arrange a party for him and invite his friends.
Once we have the details I will forward them to you, you are
all welcome to participate in the celebration of George's life.
From our fellow live steamer Jim Leggett, MLS:
George flew Spitfires and Hurricanes in England and Africa in
WWII. He even ferried Sabre jets across the pond. The stories
made your hair stand on end. Like the one where his Polish
buddy accidently ejected through his canopy over Iceland
(Sabre). The guy was lost for dead but showed up 3 weeks
later at the base!
George went on to build a forest and crop dusting
business. For fun he built several steam engines. The 3/4"
Hoffman Hudson, a Southern (English) 2-6-0, a Southern
0-4-4 in 1" and a 1.5" Stourbridge Lion.
We will miss George at Montreal.
Thankfully his grandson Chris is now a member and
runs the Hudson.
From our fellow live steamer Joe Tanski, NFLS:
I was sadden to learn today that we lost another real great live
steamer. George Lovett of Ontario Canada passed last
Wednesday. George was a real 3/4” guy always attending
Waushakum with his 4-6-4 & his English 2-6-0.

For those of you who knew George Lovett from
Ontario, he passed away last Wednesday. George was a
regular at live steam tracks in eastern Ontario, western
Quebec, and Waushakum, and others in the NE USA. He
was an interesting man, and will be missed by all who knew
him.... John A. Stewart
The following is from George's daughter, Brenda:
This passed Monday afternoon Nov 23rd, my father was
transported to the May Court Hospice in Ottawa, less than 48
hours later he had passed away gently while my sister Susan
held his hand, on November 25th at 13:50. My Dad's wish

2010 Dues are now due!

photo by

Please fill out the coupon and submit with your payment in a timely manner to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for
receiving your future Journal by email. For members using the engine house, rental payment and coupons must be received by
January 31, 2010 to keep your name on the engine house roster. Space is very limited in the engine house and the waiting list is
extremely long. Non payment for engine house rentals will remove your name and allow the next person in line to take your space.
In addition, engine house users are expected to actively participate in WLS work days or club duties. And, as usual, tax deductible
contributions are always welcomed!

cut here

2010 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street
Engine House
Rental
City, State, Zip
Contribution
Email
Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Engine House Rental 50.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due by January 31, 2010
Total
Enclosed
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Passenger Siding Extension
Work on the extension of the groundline passenger
siding is moving ahead briskly during the unseasonably warm
days just before Thanksgiving Day. Marc Arsenault, Art
Downer, Dave Remington and Bob Delisle cut down 4 trees
and removed stumps near Mary's Rest Area. This is a really
big head start for this project that is scheduled for completion
in spring of 2010, in time for the many scheduled meets.

View from the passenger area. The new siding will sit where
the four trees use to be. Below, Bob Delisle is securing a dug
out stump as Marc Arsenault prepares to pull it out without
disturbing the mainline...but the signal wiring is another story.

View as we are approaching the passenger area. The new
siding will follow the dotted line to the right of the whistle post.
We will be adding over 200’ of siding. The switch will be
moved to before Mary’s Rest area.



The Journal wants your article
for the April 2010 Newsletter!
Send in your pictures, news, construction
articles, and show & meet reviews!


cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: WLS Treasurer
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Transfer Table Work
Chris Colby is grinding away some high spots on the
transfer table rails. With a heavy load on the transfer table,
we’re always getting stuck and Chris, with the heaviest engine
at the WLS, is about to test out his handy work.

Marc Arsenault's groundline plow car.
Marc fabricated the plow from a discarded home oil
tank. The metal retained its memory when he cut it open and
he did not have a problem making the steel lie flat. The plow
blades just skim along the top of the rails along teflon pads.
There is lots of space in the hopper to hold additional ballast.
The car is massive and quite heavy. We can’t wait till it snows
to see this in operation! Plans were from Discover Live Steam.
Using recycled materials is just a fabulous way to enjoy building
in our hobby.
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Driveway Maintenance
Dan Connor and his son filled the numerous pot
holes that marked our driveway. The light ares in the picture
is crushed stone fill that Dan spread with his backhoe. Dan
used about 9 yards of fill (light areas in picture). Hope this
lasts a couple of seasons.


2010 Calendar of Events
February Club Meeting
February 11
NEMES 14th Annual Show
February 20
March Club Meeting
March 11
April Club Meeting
April 8
May Club Meeting
May 13
Don Hills Spring Steam-up Meet
May 16
(No food, soda only)
June Club Meeting
June 10
9th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
June 20
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
July Club Meeting
July 8
8th Annual Antique Car/Motor Cycle Meet
July 18
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
August Club Meeting
August 12
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
August 26
WLS 40th Annual Meet
August 27, 28, 29
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
September Club Meeting
September 9
9th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day
September 26
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
October Club Meeting
October 14
Richard (Dickie) Bourinot Fall Blow-down Meet October 17
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
November 11
December Club Meeting
December 9

Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Masonic Hall.



Wear Your
Safety Glasses!
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2009 Blowdown Meet
Winter arrived early this year with cold rain and snow
flurries late in the day for the Blowdown Meet. The day started
off with some encouragement with only light drizzle. Joe Ng
even blew off the mainline with his leaf blower and Ian Fisher
rolled out his 1” ten wheeler. Joe Cardelle was also getting
ready to run on the highline as well, Unfortunately the cold rain
increased and led to snow flurries later in the afternoon. We
had about 24 WLS members and guests from PVLS along with
a brave handful of the public. No engines ran and everyone
was enjoying coffee and donuts in the Hilton.
Seems it has rained on almost everyone of our meets
this year. This year’s Blowdown Meet was in sharp contrast to
last year’s when the weather allowed members to be in Tee
shirts. The high point of this year’s meet was the showing of a
3/4” Northern, brought in by Jimi Smith. The builder and history
of the engine is unknown. The engine is an oiler burner with a
steel boiler. This engine should be running on our highline next
season. Hopes are that it will remain an oil burner.
The running season will soon be over for the year.
The water lines are planned to be blown out before Halloween.
Quite a few of our members will continue running till about
Thanksgiving if the weather permits. The Friday after
Thanksgiving has often seen a lot of activity on the highline.
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The original work day was the previous Wednesday, but it was
rained out and the water was not drained. Marc Arsenault,
Dick Ball, and Dave Remington drained the club's water
system and took down the tent tops and performed general
winterizing of the facility. Our entry shed is heated during this
time period and the water is shut off to the entire facility.
Some members do run during the off season but they have
to run a garden hose from the side of our entry shed to the
tower. Only experienced members should be doing this.
Also, Chris Colby took advantage of the warm
weather to gather his riding cars to head south for the winter.
Chris has another set of trucks made for running down south.

Bill Shield’s Tom Thumb

Jimi on the left (he came in with the engine), 3/4” oil burning
Northern in the front, Joe on the right (he’s leaving with the
engine). Everybody looks really happy on such a cold
dismal day. photo by Jimi's son

The Real Blowdown
After our ceremonial Blowdown meet the real blowdown took place on Halloween day, a Saturday. The weather
was really mild (high 60s) and a great day to work at the track.

I am also formalizing plans for our successful Tom
Thumb that everyone loves to run, even (especially) John K
from Friends's Models.
One fellow in Ohio is building one exactly like ours,
using the formal plans as I finish them (just to be sure they
actually work).
After that, John K will have something to offer the
public for those interested in a practical, easy (inexpensive) to
build 3/4" steamer that runs and runs and runs and runs and
is very easy to maintain.
The only difference will be that I am not duplicating
the Stephenson gear but going with slip-eccentric to simplify
things a bit for the beginner and will probably convert ours as
well. While the Stephenson works well, little engines like this
don't hook up well, so we run it in the corner all the time. This
being the case, Stephenson gear really isn't justified.
During the annual meet, with probably no less than 5
different engineers running it, the Tom Thumb ran round the
highline steadily from 9:30 in the morning until 5:30 in the
evening - without a flue cleaning. Whatever you are using for
coal up there, it's really good stuff!

Waushakum Journal

Bill Shield’s Camelback Consolidation
The Journal has been following Bill’s building
progress on the net for more than a number of years. Bill
showed his powerful propane fired locomotive at our 2009
Annual Meet. There was lost of interest about the engine and
Bill sent us some information regarding his build. Read below
for more:

In case anyone is interested, it isn't an Allen
Consolidated converted to a camel.
I started this project long before Allen offered the
Consolidated, so it was plowing a clean field in that respect.
I started the design and cut my first parts in 1985
when I was living in Saudi Arabia - which perhaps influenced
my decision to make a 'camel' back....
It's entirely my own design using bits and pieces from
everyone as well as photographs from dozens of camelbacks,
all collaged into a prototype design that I just liked. It is not
intended to copy anything ever built (except by extreme
accident).
I will admit that the rear cab is very NYOW typical, but
I had only a photograph to work with, but give them credit for
the guidance in that area.
The only Allen parts are the firedoor, main cylinders
and brake cylinders. I used his idea of the split smokebox which
I love.
The drivers are Dave Sclavi's from Mercer days
(1990), as are the tender trucks. I liked the 'square' counterweight drivers for this vintage loco. They are a bit bigger than I
would have liked, but worked out just fine. Because I liked his
wheels, I had to make an entirely new chassis to accommodate
the larger diameter (1/2" larger than the Allen wheels I
started with).
This, of course, made my FIRST boiler about 3" too
short, so the boiler that you see is actually the SECOND one I
have built for this loco.
The stack and front end stuff come from Railroad
Warehouse (livesteam.com)
The burners from Don Orr, using a dual manifold that
allows me to easily control steam generation without fear of
sucking the flame out at 'idle' times (I just shut 1/2 of the burners off, leaving the others running at full pressure). When I need
to go, I open up the other 10 burners and have more than
enough steam to do anything needed.
Entire boiler design is original, geared toward a very
low crown sheet, arch and 1/2" diameter copper flues. It is
intended only for use with propane burners and would not be
suitable for coal operation.
Naturally, the duplex pump is a VanBrocklin (wouldn't
show up at WLS with anything else).
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The automagic blower control (turns blower on / off
as throttle is closed / opened) is my design, improving on
something that I used on my 3/4" Langworthy Hudson 30
years ago (that sort-of worked).
Brake rigging is fully equalized, which is quite a bit
different (and hopefully better) than Allen's non-equalized
system, and split so that each of the brake cylinders works
only the brakes on that side of the loco.
The floating ball in the water glass is Jim Stuart
inspired (so he can see it).
Blowdown valves are Howard's, and work very well
(no leaks).
The entire chassis/suspension is equalized front to
back and cross equalized, including the leading truck, with leaf
springs on mains, coils on the leading truck, which has heartlinks for centering. The rear driver springs are a bit stiffer than
the other 6 to support the very large Wooten firebox which is
1/2" steel boiler plate inside. This takes a while to get hot, but
once cooking, makes steam very well.
I still have a few odds and ends that I am going
to work on as I have time, but for the most part, it is
considered 'done'.

Jim Stewart’s Atlantic...
63 years in the making!
Jim is actively working with the boiler building, even
though he cannot do any torch / soldering work, he is making
fittings etc., to connect it all together and providing detailed
designs of what is needed. Bill Shields is lending some
assistance on finishing the boiler for Jim's Atlantic. As soon
as a few plugs are made, they will be ready to pressure
test it.
Bill says he would be willing to bet that his loco holds
the record for the oldest, unfinished locomotive, still
in the possession of the original builder, under active
construction. Jim started it in 1946.
They hope to have it steaming by the spring. The
chassis runs just fine on air - all it needs is a working boiler,
and Jim is very close to that.

Waushakum Journal

Treasurer Jim at the throttle of Rock Island switcher on
passenger service at the 2010 New Year’s Meet.
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Rogar Austin performing some passenger hauling in the
afternoon during New Year’s Day.

